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CASCADE ACRES

RETROFITTING THE AMERICAN DREAM
The American suburb grew out of a desire for a return to the Pastoral life style of the American mythological past. The pop-
ular vision of the American suburb has always been one closer to that of the small American town or farming village in the 
model of places like Williamsburg VA

Globally and throughout history the 
farming community has been one that 
has come together to participate in the 
act of cultivating land. This concept of 
a community with shared motive was 
core to the original concepts of the 
American Suburb, such as Clarence 
Perrry’s Neighborhood Unit.

Main Street has been an indelible 
icon of the mythology of small town 
America. These places are icons, 
places that people gather and interact. 
Recapturing this centralization of 
community activity plays a major role in 
re-imagining the suburb as not a place 
of isolation, but instead as a place of 
community and fellowship.

A growing number of communities 
have created a new model on the 
edges of America’s cities. Very 
urban in activity, but rural in aspect. 
Developments such as Serenbe have 
proved to be a successful model of 
building an urban lifestyle around the 
act of cultivation and agriculture.

Cascade Acres brings the successful model of the agrarian urban community from the exurban fringes into the suburban 
context of Atlanta. This vision of community provided by developments such as Serenbe restores the sense of community 
present in pastoral life by inviting neighbors in to harvest and share the bounty of the land.

THE FARMING COMMUNITY AMERICAN MAIN STREET AGRARIAN URBANISM

A BEATING RURAL HEART
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Strategies for addressing development edges. 

Distributing program within development

Creating new connections to surrounding amenities and communities 

A GROWING COMMUNITY
Strategies for sharing the Land’s Bounty

BUILD GOOD FENCES

SOW THE RIGHT SEED

OPEN THE GATES TO ALL

CASCADE ACRES

Housing Types:
 Large Lot Single Family
 Small Lot Single Family
Desired Amenities:
 Abundant Open Space
 Village Like Community

Housing Types:
 Small Lot Single Family
 Large Rental Units
Desired Amenities:

Community Agriculture
 Urban Style Living

Housing Types:
 Small Rental Units
Desired Amenities:

Access to Transit
 Active Recreation Spaces

The Cascade Heights and Mangum Manor 
communities as they exist are primarily older,  
approaching retirement. The community is in need 
of new hands to come and take part in the caring 
for both the land and for those that dwell upon it. 
By diversifying the housing types available and the 
activities along Cascade Rd the development seeks 
to attract a new younger market.

Existing Market

New Hands to Harvest
Young Families

Childless Couples

College Students

37.34%
over 55 years old in Cascade 
Heights area
US Census ACS 2015

Large Lot Single Family Homes

Small Lot Single Family Homes

Small Rental Units

Retiring Boomers

CASCADE ACRESCASCADE ACRES 

This project began by considering the 
landform upon which it sat. Starting with 
a consideration of identified ecologically 
sensetive areas. This resulted in a process 
similar to the approach outline by McHarg 
(1969). By layering different  infromation 
about (1) trees, (2) drainage, and (3) 
topography a scheme for achieving a 
development strategy that had minimal 
impact on critical zones was created.

APPROACH TO NATURAL SPACE

Cascade acres has two strategies towards 
public space. The Field, a community ag-
riculture space, and The Forest a set of 
activity trails. The Field follows the model 
of Community Supported Agriculture com-
munities. Its goal is to create an active 
public space that is open to Cascade Acres 
residents and surrounding communities to 
come together and produce food locally.

The Forest seeks to create an active pas-
toral environment that connects neighbor-
hoods together without the need for cars. 
This space is intended to be as much a 
place for meditative introspection, a place 
to disconnect from the mediascape, an 
experience more and more desired in 
an age of digital connectedness. While 
also providing a space for individuals and 
groups to explore the natural landscape.

APPROACH TO PUBLIC SPACE

CASCADE ACRES 
typologies: single family houses + dadu
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Cascade Acres sits atop a 
dramatic 16 acre landform 
that has been cut by natural 
processes that have created a 
fertile and evocative landscape. 
Calling back to the site’s history 
as a dairy farm Cascade 
Acres creates a new agrarian 
community in which the hands of 
all are welcome to tend the fields 
and benefit from the bounty.

The community is centered 
around a small village like area 
seated atop the hill. Private 
homes line the fields and sit 
nestled back in the wooded hills. 
While the community contains 
33 luxury single family homes 
and 40 affordable apartment and 
detached units, creating a diverse 
community.

CASCADE ACRES 
typologies: single family houses + dadu

INTENTION
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CASCADE ACRES
Single Family Homes & Detached Accessory Dwelling Units (DADU)

Initial (left) and Proposed (right) Topography

Initial (left) and Proposed (right) Drainage

Initial (left) and Proposed (right) Tree Strategy



CASCADE RE+ASSEMBLED
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSES + COTTAGE COURTS

The Atlanta tree ordinance discourages 
the cutting down of even a single healthy 
tree. The tree ordinance is religiously fol-
lowed to create a masterplan that allows 
for high priority rees to continue to grow 
and also make way for new trees to be 
planted to provide the required shade 
for the community. Public spaces are 
created around trees instead of the other 
way around. The existing trees are given 
priority over the grade of the land.

CASCADE RE+ASSEMBLED
Single family house + Cottage court

TREES
The intention was to create a new way of 
organizing single family homes - to densi-
fy and to share amenities. The densifying 
and repacking of single family homes 
create different levels of privacy and af-
fordability that enable the creation of an 
inclusive environment for demographics 
that range from young couples to retired 
senior citizens. Importance was given to 
preserve trees according to the ordinance.

INTENTION
Cascade Re+assembled is a way of 
rethinking single family homes but 
with more communal amenity spac-
es. The surrounding neighborhood 
prioritizes private backyards and 
front yards over public spaces, while 
this project values the existence of a 
range of shared courtyards, publicaly 
accessible woodlands, and a small 
commercial building. These bind the 
surrounding homes and creates pub-
lic front yards that houses look onto. 
It creates a neighborhood  level social 
cohesion.

COMMUNAL SPACES

PUBLIC ACCESS

PRIVATE YARD

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

1920s Bungalow

Cottage Court

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

Corner lot

1930s Cottage

BUILDING TYPES

We propose making smaller home cottage courts out of variations of the long narrow Charleston Houses facing each other 
across a tcommon courtyard. We propose variations of the 1930’s Cottage for our single family houses along the main 
access road and 1920s Bungalow for the larger home cottage courts towards the south of the site. 

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

CHARLESTON HOUSES
PROJECT// Charleston - South Carolina 
• Positive usable outdoor space for residents on narrow lots
• Light and air on all sides 
• Narrow and deep house lots that are in series 
• Minimal or no fencing at all
• In rural areas houses tend to face ameneties such as parks 
• Works well to complement a street frontage on its own or in 
groupings

1930S COTTAGE
PROJECT// Bent River Cottage - IA
• Usually 1 – 2 stories
• long side of the house faces the street
• Entry typically opens directly into living room
• rustic cottage floor plan that will work great on a small lake lot
• Easy access to outdoor spaces like verandas, porches, and patios
• Open floor plan maximized for efficiency and flow between rooms

PRECEDENTS

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

1920S BUNGALOW

PROJECT// Bungalow Company- Bend, Oregon
• Usually 1 – 1 1/2 stories, low-pitched roof, with broad eaves
• Entry typically opens directly into living room
• Often has a large front porch that creates an outdoor room
• Easy access to outdoor spaces like verandas, porches, patios
• short side of the house faces the street

COTTAGE COURTS

PROJECT// Greenwood Avenue Cottages - Shoreline, WA
• Eight small houses of this ‘pocket neighborhood’ 
• enclose a shared comunity green
• private yard for each dwelling 
• Garages and parking are clustered off to the side
• fostering a strong sense of community with common shared 
central couryard

The surrounding context shows a residential neighbourhood primarily filled with large single family residential suburban hous-
es that are set deep into the lots with a huge area of frontyards and backyards. Route 285 divides the area and only on the 
other side commercial establishments exist. On the eastern side of the freeway, our site exists along with several other similar 
suburban house lots that have an ageing population in them. Existence of schools and churches show pull factors that could 
have attracted the existing residents when they came here and these can be used to attract new residents as well. 

The context shows lack of choice in building and lot types. The neighborhood limits the kind of households it can attract and 
retain to only those that can afford and desire to maintain a large lot single family house. If it offered more diverse options at 
a range of price points the neighborhood could retain more of its aging population as well as welcome investment from the 
next generation. 

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

The design process started with responding to surround-
ing context by carving out lots with similar widths such 
that a drive down Cascade Road and Lynhurst Drive is 
pleasant and neighborly. The second step is to respect 
the most sensitive areas of vegetation while laying down 
the roads and projecting the remaining masses. In the 
third step, the projected masses are fragmented into 
livable and walkable sized blocks that span the site. The 
fourth step considers the typologies that can be created 
in these blocks. The surrounding shell is kept single fami-
ly lots that are smaller sized than the neighbourhood. The 
inner shell has single family lots that face each other over 
a public courtyard. The innermost shell has the cottage 
courts which are skinnier lots and more affordable. In the 
final step, the new greenery is plugged in to cool down 
the micro climate and to create replacement trees. Tree 
houses (small houses on stilts with minimal disturbance 
to the soil) are plugged into the dense vegetated areas.

1. RESPONDING TO 
SURROUNDINGS

3. FRAGMENTATION
INTO BLOCKS

5. GREEN PLUGIN

2. ARTICULATION 
& PROJECTION

4. YIELDING
INTO TYPOLOGIES

SINGLE FAMILY

LARGER HOME 
COTTAGE COURT

SMALLER HOME 
COTTAGE COURTS

TREE HOUSES

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

TYPOLOGIES + FRONTS

TOPOGRAPHY

SINGLE FAMILY

LARGER HOME 
COTTAGE COURT

SMALLER HOME 
COTTAGE COURTS

TREE HOUSES

PRECEDENTS CONTEXT DESIGN PROCESS

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

PROPOSED TREES

EXISTING TREES

WATER FLOW

CANOPY

DRAINAGE

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

SECTION C-C’ SHOWING THE CLUSTERED SINGLE FAMILY LOTS

SECTION A-A’ CUTTING THROUGH THE MAIN ACCESS ROAD

SECTION B-B’ SHOWING THE COTTAGE COURTS AND THE BOARDWALK THROUGH THE LANDSCAPE

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT 

VIEW OF THE PEDESTRIAN FOOTPATH IN THE LARGER HOME COTTAGE COURT

VIEW OF THE MAIN ACCESS ROAD WITH ON STREET PARKING

Cascade Re+assembled: SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE + COTTAGE COURT REGULATING PLAN

REGULATING PLANSECTIONS



SHARING THE FOREST:
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSES + DUPLEXES

The main idea of the project is sharing the forest. Large private backyards are replaced with much larger, shared wooded 
areas. At the edges of the site, these are made up primarily of preserved trees. A new backyard forest at the center of the site 
provides places for people, especially children to interact and play together. It leads to a large rain garden.  Paths throughout 
the woods link the whole community and can be used for jogging and dogwalking.

The shared experience of nature out the back door is complemented by the design of welcoming streets out the front door. In 
addition to the usual sidewalks and front doors facing the streets, the project makes use of dual-facing duplexes on lots with 
dual fronts (Unit types B2 and B3.) Guest parking for these units is provided along Lynhurst Drive and adjacent to the Farm 
Market plaza. 

Though it is considered as a rural area, we still want to add a few urban elements in it, so we kept The southeast corner is 
developed as a public plaza with a welcoming barn/coffee shop. Since it is at the corner and there is a bus stop next to it, it can 
attract lots of people from this neighborhood to come here to buy morning coffees, to have farm markets, to celebrate festivals.
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REGULATING PLAN B
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This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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alley section
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^north^ (not to scale)
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master plan for reference

central 
park

The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

community orchard + 
open play park

pollinator gardens
in “extra” corners

community gardens
in “extra” corners

green streets strong pedestrian 
connectivity

green alleys

riparian buffers to 
clean stormwater

solar panels on south and 
west facing rooves 

raised wooden bridges 
over park space pervious parking 

native trees and 
low-impact walking paths

living machines

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

mansion apartment (4 unit)
(old fourth ward, atlanta)

mansion apartment (4 unit)

solar panels on south and 
west facing rooves 

 +     dadu     +single family home
(old fourth ward, atlanta) 

townhomes

covered bridge 

detached accessory 
dwelling units (dadu) pair 
with single family lots and 

townhome lots
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development suitabilityenvironmental sensitivity
most suitable

least suitable

moderate

land okay to develop; 
highland; lower quality 
topsoil

urban edge; lawn; 
gardens

open green space; park; 
passive recreation; riparian 
buffer

wildlife corridor; creek 
bed; topsoil high quality; 
berms and swales

existing water flows proposed water flows

inventory and analysis

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

 existing site

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 

TREES
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CASCADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community
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REGULATING PLAN B

0 50’ 100’ 200’

This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.
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wildlife corridor; creek 
bed; topsoil high quality; 
berms and swales

existing water flows proposed water flows
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 existing site

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 
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REGULATING PLAN B

0 50’ 100’ 200’

This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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alley section
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The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.
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 existing site

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 
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REGULATING PLAN B

0 50’ 100’ 200’

This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section
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C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.
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 existing site

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 
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REGULATING PLAN B

0 50’ 100’ 200’

This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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alley section
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^north^ (not to scale)
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central 
park

The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.
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development suitabilityenvironmental sensitivity
most suitable

least suitable

moderate

land okay to develop; 
highland; lower quality 
topsoil

urban edge; lawn; 
gardens

open green space; park; 
passive recreation; riparian 
buffer

wildlife corridor; creek 
bed; topsoil high quality; 
berms and swales

existing water flows proposed water flows

inventory and analysis
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 existing site

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 
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REGULATING PLAN B

0 50’ 100’ 200’

This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.
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(old fourth ward, atlanta)

mansion apartment (4 unit)
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(old fourth ward, atlanta) 
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detached accessory 
dwelling units (dadu) pair 
with single family lots and 
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 existing site

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 
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REGULATING PLAN B

0 50’ 100’ 200’

This regulating plan 
depicts the sepa-
ration between the 
dense developed 
area of land in con-
trast with the large 
ecopark of Cas-
cade Creek. It high-
lights which existing 
trees of the canopy 
have been protect-
ed, replaced, and 
removed. Although 
many of the exist-
ing trees were re-
moved, they were 
all replaced in th-
eecopark to surplus 
for a robust, eco-
logically functional 
stormwater park. 
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0 50’ 100’ 200’metrics

type # of units
dadu 39

single family 19

townhomes 49

mansion apartment 36 (9 bldgs)

total: 143

Larger lots toward 
the east face Lyn-
hurst Drive and 
acknowledge the 
existing urban mor-
phology with larg-
er lot types. These 
spaces accomodate 
for the single-family 
houses and man-
sion apartments. 
They also allow for 
the owners of these 
property types to 
have DADUs, or 
Detached Accesso-
ry Dwelling Units, 
as a source of addi-
tional income. The 
park areas are lined 
with townhomes 
for greater value 
and higher density.

B

central park perspective

B’

stormwater park section

central park section
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C C’

B

This section shows the central park. It highlights the open space for public events and neighborhood 
initiatives. It also illustrates a 25 ft. wide street condition that allows two-direction traffic with space for 
street parallel parking on the building side. 

This section shows the urban edge interaction with the stormwater ecoparkce and natural asset at their 
leisure.
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The analytical diagram to the left shows 
various housing typologies used in the 
subdivision. Included are mansion apart-
ments, townhomes or single-family homes 
with detached accessory dwelling units 
and a commercial corridor at the corner 
of Cascade Avenue and Lynhurst Drive.
The building masses are oriented facing 
east/west in order to minimize solar heat 
gain. Additionally, this allows for a majority 
of the roofs to face south and southwest 
for the greatest PV solar potential. Most 
of the buildings on site are equipped with 
a solar array and all excess power gen-
erated is shared by the neighborhood or 
resold to the utility companies to provide 
savings for neighborhood residents. 

SITE GOALS:
1. environmental responsiveness 
2. resource efficiency
3. community and cultural 
    sensitivity

This section shows a 12 ft. alley that allows for a pedestrian-friendly environment without driveways in 
the fronts of the single-family residential units and shows a street-front like condition for the detached 
accessory dwelling units that face the backside of the houses. These alleys would be constructed with 
pervious pavers, slowing down traffic and reinfiltrating stormwater.
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mansion apartment (4 unit)
(old fourth ward, atlanta)

mansion apartment (4 unit)

solar panels on south and 
west facing rooves 

 +     dadu     +single family home
(old fourth ward, atlanta) 

townhomes

covered bridge 

detached accessory 
dwelling units (dadu) pair 
with single family lots and 
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development suitabilityenvironmental sensitivity
most suitable

least suitable

moderate

land okay to develop; 
highland; lower quality 
topsoil

urban edge; lawn; 
gardens

open green space; park; 
passive recreation; riparian 
buffer

wildlife corridor; creek 
bed; topsoil high quality; 
berms and swales

existing water flows proposed water flows

inventory and analysis
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 existing site
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Located on the cor-
ner of Cascade Road 
and Lynhurst Drive, lies 
a historic creek bed 
likely piped below sin-
gle-family homes. The 
existing Cascade Creek 
site is half mowed 
lawn, half wild with na-
ture’s course and slop-
ing to the southwest. 

Development will 
change the landscape 
and the way water 
flows off the site. An 
intention to preserve, 
re-forest, and cleanse 
and control water 
flow will be an import-
ant part of the devel-
opment of this site. 

1927-1930 map of site Lynhurst Dr. under construction, concrete 
pipe in photo below, patched road above
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PROPOSED WATER FLOWS: waterflow on the site is 
slightly redirected based on the historic creek bed 
and to allow for water to be filtered and stored on site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY: Zone one serves 
as a wildlife corridor to be reformed with berms 
and swales to slow and clean stormwater runoff 
as it flows down 1,000 linear feet and is received 
by a retention pond adjacent to Cascade Avenue. 
The second zone is a wetland infiltration zone with 
riparian buffers. This area can include constructed 
wetlands and rain gardens. As the diagram to the 
right depicts, the third layer serves as open green 
space for active public use and contains walk-
ing trails and sports areas for the neighborhood of 
Cascade Creek. It is managed by the Homeowners’ 
Association of Cascade Creek. The fourth zone is the 
urban edge, which consists of ecological landscaping 
for residential units with gardens. In the fifth zone is 
the best land for development. It is the high land and 
has the lowest quality top soil, allowing for the least 
intrusive  to natural ecology development possible. 

Cascade Creek : Mansion Apartment + DADU

Cascade Creek is an investigation of 
green development in the southwest part 
of Atlanta. The design is informed by cur-
rent and past hydrology; seeking to restore 
a historic creekbed and water flow across 
the site. Ecological sensitivity informs 
the neighborhood parks creating diverse 
public spaces for the proposed subdivi-
sion and the greater cascade community.

CASADE CREEK
: an environmentally sensitive community

INTENTION

The housing typologies of Cascade 
Creek include single family hous-
es with or without DADU’s (detached 
accessory dwelling units), quadplex 
mansion apartments, and townhouses. 
The neighborhood also features com-
mercial buildings that house local retail.
The Cascade Creek HOA seeks to fortify 
the local ecology and tree canopy by 
planting guilds, which are dense clusters 
of native trees with high biodiversity.  
A question for the city: Rather than be 
fined for removing trees, can a developer 
be rewarded for regenerating ecology?

SUPPLEMENTARY

Designed around the most ecologically 
functional part of the site, a large common 
greenspace will serve as an asset to the 
community of Cascade Creek and will in-
crease adjacent land values. The ecologi-
cally considerate open space constrained 
the site design and allowed for density and 
proximity. After an analysis of the site’s 
trees and environmentally sensitive areas 
as many trees as possible were preserved 
and replaces to a surplus in more ecolog-
ically robust areas. A variety of native and 
edible plant species line the streetscapes 
and inform the ecopark and interior central 
park, fitting in with the city within the trees. 

TREES
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Due to the fact that most of high priority 
trees exist near the edges of the site, we 
emphasize a compact development that 
preserves these trees to the highest limit. 
Including these high priority trees and oth-
er preserved ones,total tree canopy area 
is 6.65 acres, accounting for 42.37% of 
the total site area. In addition, a rethinking 
of fronts and backs of the houses which is 
learned from the project of Radburn is car-
ried out where the fronts of the houses face 
the natural environment including the trees. 
In this way, the trees can be celebrated 
and respected by residents, which reveals 
our concept “LIVE WITH NATURE”.

TREES
The two main building types studied are 
duplexes and mansion apartments. A 
duplex is a two-family building in which 
two dwelling units are vertically stacked 
one above the other or semi-detached 
horizontally, with individual entrance. 
Mansion apartment, which is designed 
to resemble a single-family house, 
usually has two stories and contains 
six to nine units with a central entrance 
hall that connects foyer of each unit. In 
addition, we also introduce townhouses 
and courtyard apartments in the project. 
The mix of all these “missing mid-
dle housing” types shows our con-
cept  “LIVE WITH PEOPLE”.

HOUSING
The communal spaces, namely the 
land belonging to the homeowners’ 
association (HoA), includes the sur-
rounding green areas with most of the 
preserved trees, wedge-shape green 
corridors growing from the edges of 
the site and the core public space 
in the center of the plan. Almost all 
the communal space is faced by 
the fronts of the houses and there 
is a trail winding through the green 
area. Furthermore, in the regulating 
plan, the lot is expanded into the 
communal space so that the area 
of HoA hold land can be reduced.

COMMUNAL SPACES

City of Atlanta - A Leader in Tree Canopy

Cascade Road Site Analysis
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Strategies
LIVE WELL TOGETHER : DUPLEXES + MANSION APARTMENTS

GREEN CORRIDOR

COMPACT GROWTH

LIVE WITH NATURE

“RADBURN”

DIVERSIFIED RESIDENTS

TYPOLOGY MIXTURE 

LIVE WITH PEOPLE

This is our first concept, includ-
ing three strategies: creating  
wedge-shape green corridors 
that occupy land of home own-
ers’ association, compact devel-
opment that allows preservation 
of high priority trees  existing 
around the edges of the site, 
an the  garage and backyard 
is on an alley  and the house 
fronts the shared green area. 

The second part of the design 
concept emphasizes the den-
sity of residents, the possible 
mixture of different kinds of res-
idents and the communal ac-
tivities they will get involved in. 
This is stated from two aspects: 
diversified residents and the 
mixture of housing typologies.

LIVE WELL TOGETHER: DUPLEXES + MANSION APARTMENTS

TYPOLOGY OPTIONS SPLIT OPTIONS ENTRANCE OPTIONS

House Horizontal

(Semi-detached) (Stacked, mansionette)

Vertical

LEX

DUP
DUP  LEX

||

70’

90
’50’

60
’

A duplex house is a dwelling having 
apartments with separate entrances for 
two households. This includes two-sto-
rey houses having a complete apart-
ment on each floor and also side-by-side 
apartments on a single lot that share a 
common wall. By contrast, a building 
comprising two attached units on two 
distinct properties is typically considered 
semi-detached or twin homes but some-
times also duplex.

LIVE WELL TOGETHER: DUPLEXES + MANSION APARTMENTS

Mansion Apartment is a medium 
structure that appears more or 
less like a very large house but 
consists of 6 to 9 side-by-side 
and/or stacked dwelling units, 
typically with one shared entry or 
individual entries along the front.

Unit 1 

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4
Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7Unit 1 

Unit 2

Unit 5

Unit 4

Unit 3

Entrance

Entrance

95’
65’

60’
120’
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Matrix
DUPLEX MANSION APARTMENT

STOREY
1 to 2

2 to 3

4 to 8

9 +

DOORWAY / ENTRY
Individual Access for Each Unit

Shared Access to Portion of Units

Shared Access to All of Units

PARKING
Located on Street

Located on Site

Located in Building

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Individual Yard for All Units

Individual Yard for Some Units

Shared Common Area

Limited Common or Privated Yard

POTENTIAL NEIBORHOODS
Rural Residential

Suburban Residential

Traditional Residential

Major Corridor

Walkable Commercial

LIVE WELL TOGETHER: DUPLEXES + MANSION APARTMENTS

23%
percentage of nuclear family

16.1%
percentage of aging population

16.6%
percentage of 2-8 units housing

2.58
ave. size of household

Demographic Transition

Targeted Residents

Mansion Apt.

Duplex Townhouse

Courtyard Apt.
Newly Retired

The Elderly

Dinks

Young Families

Nuclear FamiliesIndividuals

The Handicapped

Family Get-togethers
Children-care Activities
Outdoor Picnic

Kids Raising
Outdoor Sports

Parties
Disco
Dog Walking

Taichi
Chess
Outdoor Activities

Outdoor Walking
Cooking
Dancing

Daily Care Services
Outdoor Wandering

Neighborhood Parties
Dynamic Activities
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DUPLEX + TOWNHOUSE

DUPLEX + TOWNHOUSE
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Public Space CASCADE RD.

OAKCREST DR.

LYNHURST DR.

Traffic
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OUTER RING GREEN CORE

WEDGE-SHAPE MOSAIC

Spatial Structure Pattern
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LEGENDS

Regulating Plan / Lot Typology

MANSION LOT

TOWNHOUSE LOT

COMMERCIAL LOT

HoA OWNERSHIP

DUPLEX LOT

COURTYARD LOT
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Regulating Plan / Tree Preservation

PRESERVED TREE

REPLACED TREE

REMOVED TREE

LEGENDS

FRONTYARD

LIVE WELL TOGETHER: DUPLEXES + MANSION 

Renderings
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Tree Canopy Priority Area Priority Trees Topography
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LEGEND:

Analysis of the terrain helped determine 
storm-water drainage on site. A conceivable plan 
was achieved through minimal regrading. 

Every lot was fronted towards  another or at a 
public space so as to increase social interaction 
in the shared areas.

Cascade Green : TOWNHOUSE + COTTAGE COURT
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Highland Park Townhomes, Atlanta
Townhouses located right next to the Beltline take advantage of the view 
and front themselves towards it while the backs along with access for 
tuck-under garages go towards the street.

Typical house area: 2680SF - 3150SF
4 bed, 3 bath
2 garages.

Roswell, Georgia’s Unified Development Code was used to obtain guidelines for typical lot sizes, setbacks, etc. Atlanta 
Metro precedents helped define our lots and design.

Cascade Green : TOWNHOUSE + COTTAGE COURT

TOWNHOUSE

TOWNHOUSE: STANDARD LOT DIMENSIONS

BUILDING TYPES: PRECEDENTS

REGULATING PLAN WITH TREES
CASCADE GREENS

1) Commerce drive cottage courts, Decatur, Georgia
Developed to fulfil unmet demand for cottage homes sized 
roughly 700 to 1,200 square feet.

Design considerations:
- Maximized green space
- Maximized setbacks and buffers
- Tree preservation
- More community participation
- Pervious parking

2) 3rd street cottages, Langley, WA
Focused towards families of one and two, the cottage 
courts limited their area to 700 square feet on the ground 
level and the houses to be not more than 1.5 stories tall. 
Set the stage for compact housing, focusing more on the 
community rather than commute.

Design considerations:
- Connection and Contribution
- Cottage Scale
- Individuality
- Corralling the Car
- Eyes on the commons
- Nested houses

Cascade Green : TOWNHOUSE + COTTAGE COURT

COTTAGE COURTS
BUILDING TYPES: PRECEDENTS

Cascade Green : TOWNHOUSE + COTTAGE COURT
BUILDING TYPES: PROPOSAL

CASCADE GREENS
PUBLIC SPACES: DEFINING SPACES WITH TREES

PUBLIC SPACES: WHAT AND WHERE

Cascade Green : TOWNHOUSE + COTTAGE COURT
CONNECTING THE SPACES

CASCADE GREENS
STREET SECTION

A community in most cases is defined by its streets. 
The streetscape in Cascade Greens varies from a 
typical urban to suburban character. Ranging from 
a typical section (2) of townhouses on both sides 
to a shared street promenade (3), we tried to open 
them up to a public space on one side almost 
everywhere (1).

REGULATING PLAN W/O TREES
CASCADE GREENS

CASCADE GREENS
SITE SECTION

If asked what kind of a place you’d want to grow up in,  the answer you often get is a 
community with lots of open space, safe streets, and diverse trees. Cascade Greens 
is just that, with children playing in the common areas that have eyes on them from all 
sides. The townhouses enclose the central square, shown here, adding to the feeling of 
comfort and safety where the whole “village” helps to raise the children. 

Just like the streets,  spaces too  follow a gradient: from dense live/work units 
and townhouses to seperated cottage courts. 

CASCADE GREENS
TOWNHOUSES + COTTAGE COURTS

CASCADE GREENS:
TOWNHOUSES + COTTAGE COURTS

Atlanta’s City Design projects a tripling 
of population and aspires to be an even 
more loved place than it is today. Some 
of this growth will have to occur through 
densification within suburban neighbor-
hoods. Our proposal provides greater 
density and the kind of communal spaces 
associated with urban life, within the kind of 
green setting of garden courts and wood-
lands associated with suburban living.  
Add the site’s proximity to I-285 and Amer-
icans love for cars and Cascade Greens 
provides a model for how Atlanta can 
triple in population and be triply beloved. 

INTENTION
Cascade Greens not only tries to pre-
serve as many of the site’s high priority 
trees as possible, it CELEBRATES them 
as focal points in the design. Several of 
the site’s communal spaces center on 
existing trees and circulation on foot 
and by car frames views of significant 
trees, adding to the wayfinding through 
the site while honoring these ancestors.  

TREES
Recognizing the converging interests 
of retiring baby boomers and matur-
ing millennials in more opportunities 
for face-to-face socializing and 
shared amenities, Cascade Greens 
orients homes around SHARED 
FRONTYARDS.  These take the form 
of interconnected green courtyards, 
a paved, shared street, a central 
plaza, and peripheral woodlands. 

COMMUNAL SPACES

URBAN VS SUBURBAN

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

ly regulated

To Celebrate trees, every community space had 
one significant tree and then connections were 
formed between them.

Environmentally sensitive areas were left untouched ex-
cept for the addition of trails. The green spaces intensify 
and development gets less dense as one moves away 
from Cascade Road.” 



Public Lodge

ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN

Walking Trails

Natural Preservation 
Area

Neighborhood 
Entrance

Trail / Dog Park
Open Sports Field

Pond / Stream
Grassy Amphitheater

Neighborhood Exit

Community Building 
/ Parking

Corner Store 
/ Mixed-Use
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DICHOTOMY OF TOWN & FOREST
TOWNHOMES + COURYARD HOUSES


